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Would Larger Constituencies Lead to More Programmatic MP Behaviour in 

Solomon Islands 
A coffee break sized comment by Terence Wood (ANU PhD Student – terence.wood@anu.edu.au) 

In  a recent blog posts and a working paper (post’s here and here, paper here[pdf]) Tobias Haque of the World 

Bank has argued, amongst other claims (I’ve responded more generally to Tobias here and here and here), that 

creating larger constituencies in Solomon Islands could undermine electoral clientelism in the country. The logic 

underpinning  his argument was that as constituencies become larger it becomes more costly to win votes 

through clientelistic means. Therefore candidates in larger constituencies will behave in a more programmatic 

manner. The is logical and makes sense; however, it is at odds with election results from Solomons. Due to 

considerable malapportionment, constituencies in Solomons vary significantly in size (while all MPs get the 

same amount of government funding to spend on constituents, regardless of constituency size). This gives us a 

possible means of testing whether larger constituencies really do engender more programmatic MP behaviour. 

I try some tests below. Please note that these tests shouldn’t be seen as the final word. They have been run 

quickly and use available data. There may be issues with the construction of the variables that I use in the tests 

too. I hope not, but be warned. 

Regressions 1 & 2 – Total Votes Cast vs Winner Vote Share by Constituency 2010 

National Election – Solomon Islands 
This regression is based on 2010 election results. The dependent variable is the winning candidate’s vote share 

(as a proportion of total votes cast). The independent variable is total votes cast (probably the most accurate 

measure we have of constituency size, as voter registration is very problematic in Solomons, meaning that I 

can’t use total registered voters for this purpose).  

The argument being tested in this regression is the claim that larger constituencies should lead to more 

programmatic (as opposed to clientelistic) behaviour by MPs. Programmatic politics (public goods rather than 

private goods) should triumph over clientelistic politics in larger constituencies because clientelism becomes an 

increasingly expensive means of building a winning coalition of voters as constituencies become larger meaning 

that, relative to clientelism, winning votes programmatically ought to be cheaper in larger constituencies.  It 

seems reasonable to assume that if MPs are trying to win votes programmatically in larger constituencies, and 

that if this is a sustainable strategy (i.e. it works and so therefore is continued), we would see MPs win with 

larger vote shares in larger constituencies. 

However, regression results do not show this. Instead, the sign of the regression coefficient points in the 

opposite direction. In national elections in Solomon Islands, larger constituencies are won with smaller winner 

vote shares.  

The results below show that, in 2010, almost 9% of variance of winner vote share is ‘explained by’ variance in 

constituency size. The result is statistically significant (although this term probably lacks meaning as I’m dealing 

with population not sample data here). The magnitude of the regression coefficient suggests increasing 

constituency size by 1000 votes is associated with a 2.5% decrease in winner vote share. 

http://devpolicy.org/political-economy-culture-and-reform-in-the-pacific/
http://devpolicy.org/policy-not-cultural-reform-needed-for-development-in-the-solomon-islands/
http://ips.cap.anu.edu.au/ssgm/papers/discussion_papers/2012_03_tobias_a_haque.pdf
http://devpolicy.org/ppgsolomons/
http://devpolicy.org/poor-political-governance-in-solomon-islands-what-use-rational-choice-explanations/
http://devpolicy.org/?p=11694
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When I run the same regression for all national elections in Solomon Islands since independence (to account for 

the possibility that 2010 was an exceptional year) I  get the results below. Once again the sign on the regression 

coefficient is negative: larger constituencies are won, on average, with smaller winner vote shares. The R-

squared value shows that almost 5% of variance of winner vote share is associated with variance in constituency 

size. The result is ‘statistically significant’ (although once again because I’m dealing with population data this is 

probably not a meaningful term). The size of the regression coefficient suggests that increasing constituency size 

by 1000 votes is associated with a 1.8% decrease in winner vote share.  The variable PerVote is the MPs overall 

vote share. The variable TotalVotes is the total number of votes cast in the constituency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is worth noting that these regressions were run by a student on a coffee break. I haven’t run any post 

regression tests. Also, there is a potential problem insomuch as that both the independent variable and 

dependent variable relate to the same statistic (total votes cast). Ideally, I should run this regression using a 

demographic variable such as estimated eligible voters (from the census). One day, when I have another coffee, 

and the time to dig into census data, I will. Also, I haven’t controlled for confounding factors (i.e. maybe larger 

constituencies are more linguistically diverse, and maybe once the number of languages is controlled for we do 

see larger winner vote shares in larger constituencies, all else equal). I don’t think this is likely though. 

Here’s a scatter plot that shows graphically the same pattern evident in my first regression above. 

 

                                                                              

       _cons     43.08108   1.620151    26.59   0.000     39.89522    46.26694

  TotalVotes    -.0018652   .0004267    -4.37   0.000    -.0027042   -.0010262

                                                                              

     PerVote        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                       Root MSE      =  14.852

                                                       R-squared     =  0.0409

                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F(  1,   370) =   19.11

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     372

regress PerVote TotalVotes, robust

                                                                              

       _cons      49.5731   6.140064     8.07   0.000     37.22767    61.91852

  TotalVotes    -.0024687   .0011513    -2.14   0.037    -.0047836   -.0001539

                                                                              

     PerVote        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                       Root MSE      =   14.57

                                                       R-squared     =  0.0873

                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0371

                                                       F(  1,    48) =    4.60

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =      50

. regress PerVote TotalVotes if Year== 2010, robust
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Regression 3 – MP Support Dispersion versus Constituency Size 
As acknowledged above, there are limitations to my first set of regressions. As an alternative test to improve on 

what I did above I also tested whether MPs in larger constituencies drew their support from more broadly 

geographically dispersed voters than those in smaller constituencies. Because programmatic politics focuses on 

public rather than private goods, it is reasonable to expect to see a relationship between programmatic 

politicking and more dispersed support bases.  Along these lines the regression below shows, for the 2010 

election, the relationship between winning candidate voter support localisation (the dependent variable, as 

measured as the difference between the vote share the MP won at the polling station where they were most 

successful and their average (mean) vote share across all polling stations) and constituency size (the 

independent variable), as measured by total vote counts. The logic of my dispersion measure is that, if MPs are 

being elected by a broad, across constituent base, we will see them winning similar vote shares in most polling 

stations, which will produce only a small variance between their maximum vote share and their average vote 

share.  On the other hand if they are elected by a very localised support base (say they win every vote in one 

polling station and no votes in any of the others) the difference between maximum vote share and mean vote 

share will be large. The variable VFM is the difference between maximum and mean MP polling station vote 

shares. TotalV is the total number of votes cast in the constituency. 

                                                                               

       _cons     .2703174   .0532625     5.08   0.000     .1630412    .3775935

      TotalV     .0000288   .0000106     2.72   0.009     7.45e-06    .0000502

                                                                              

         VFM        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    .867148931    46  .018851064           Root MSE      =  .12866

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.1218

    Residual    .744952125    45  .016554492           R-squared     =  0.1409

       Model    .122196806     1  .122196806           Prob > F      =  0.0093

                                                       F(  1,    45) =    7.38

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      47

. regress VFM TotalV
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The result suggests that larger constituencies tend to be won in a more localised way (i.e winning candidates 

tend to win with more localised support). The result is ‘statistically significant’ but it is not strong either in the 

sense of having a high adjusted R-squared or in terms of the regression coefficient (the regression coefficient 

suggests that increasing constituency size by 1000 votes is associated with an increase in vote localisation (as 

measured by the difference between the percentage of votes that an MP wins at the polling station where they 

registered their highest percentage vote share and their mean polling station percentage vote share) of about  

2.8%. 

Similar caveats apply to regression 3 as to regressions 1 & 2: I haven’t done any post-regression robustness 

testing (although I did also run the regression with robust standard errors for more or less the same results). 

Also, I’m not yet sure if my measure of MP vote support localisation/concentration is the best possible measure. 

When I run it with another measure (the standard deviation of MP vote share across polling stations) the results 

change somewhat insomuch as that I obtain a regression coefficient that isn’t statistically different from 0. If you 

have any suggestions about a better measure of dispersion please email me to let me know. 

A chart showing the relationship evident in regression 3 is shown below. 


